Macrophage Glucocorticoid Receptors Join the Intercellular Dialogue in Atherosclerotic Lesion Calcification
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Arterial calcification is one of the potential phenotypes of vascular remodeling and repair in atherosclerosis, diabetes, hyperphosphatemic renal failure, and aging. Calculcation decreases arterial wall compliance. Furthermore, deposited crystalline apatite can activate macrophages, resulting in a proinflammatory phenotype. Consequently, arterial calcification localized to the intima is a potential biomarker of atherosclerosis and is linked to disease progression and cardiovascular mortality, whereas arterial calcification localized primarily to the tunica media promotes mortality in diabetes and renal failure. In addition, calcific stenosis of the aortic valve is a prevalent and highly significant public health problem, and shares such pathophysiological features as ectopic chondro-osseous differentiation in common with arterial calcification.
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In a study published in the current issue of Arteriosclerosis, Thrombosis, and Vascular Biology, Preusch et al report the effects of lineage-specific deletion of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) in bone marrow–donor macrophages on chondro-osseous differentiation and calcification in dietary-induced atherosclerotic lesions in lethally irradiated, bone marrow transplant recipient, LDLR knockout mice. Arterial calcification appears to be an active and organized multicellular process, which is switched on by chondro-osseous differentiation of a variety of progenitors in the artery wall, and regulated in part by systemic influences. Such influences include the effects of calcitropic hormones and of mineral nucleation promoters and inhibitors. In the intralesional intercellular dialogue that drives vascular calcification, potential progenitors of calcifying osteoblastic and chondrocytic cells include not only pericytes and resident and recruited vascular stem cells, but also nonterminally differentiated phenotypically plastic adventitial myofibroblasts and smooth muscle cells (SMCs). Significantly, the latter may undergo chondro-osseous transdifferentiation. Intraleisional mechanisms that drive chondro-osseous differentiation in arterial calcification include an excess of inducers of chondro-osseous commitment and maturation, such as BMP2, inorganic phosphate (P) generation and uptake by SMCs, and signaling stimulated by the wnt β-catenin axis and by transglutaminase 2. Conversely, intralesional deficiency of physiological inhibitors of chondro-osseous differentiation also plays a role in arterial calcification, as exemplified by the linkage of spontaneous intraarterial chondrogenesis and calcification with paucity of the BMP2 inhibitor and matrix calcification inhibitor MGP, or of the chondrogenic and matrix calcification inhibitor PP.

Paracrine Effects of Macrophage-Driven Inflammation in Arterial Calcification

Certain paracrine effects of inflammation have been observed to promote vascular cell chondro-osseous differentiation and arterial calcification, particularly in atherosclerosis and diabetes. For example, certain proatherogenic oxidized lipids generated by endothelial cells and macrophages promote calcification by SMCs. In a model of diabetic vascular disease, adventitial inflammation mediated by tumor necrosis factor (TNF)α turns on myofibroblast transdifferentiation via oxidative stress and wnt β-catenin signals. Inflammation-modulated increases in matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) activity and alterations in extracellular matrix collagen I, elastin, and osteopontin can equally promote calcification of arterial extracellular matrix.

Addressing GR Signaling in Arterial Calcification

Defining how endogenous and synthesized glucocorticoids of therapeutic importance may modulate vascular calcification is a challenging endeavor, because glucocorticoids exert antiinflammatory effects on endothelial cells and phagocytes, are immunosuppressive (or immunomodulatory), regulate blood pressure, lipoprotein metabolism, and control of blood glucose; equally, they promote osteoporosis. Moneocyte/macrophage lineage cells are particularly sensitive to the primary antiinflammatory effects of GR signaling. Moreover, antiinflammatory synthetic glucocorticoids, despite promoting hyperlipidemia and hypertension, can suppress macrophage accumulation and neointimal proliferation subsequent to certain experimental arterial injuries, (reviewed by Preusch et al), and can suppress experimental atherosclerosis under specific conditions. Nevertheless, mice receiving macrophage lineage GR-deficient bone marrow showed no gross change in atherosclerotic lesion size and lesion inflammation. In contrast, decrease in calcified areas of atherosclerotic lesions, as assessed by von Kossa staining, was observed; calcium deposition itself was not however specifically quantified.

Importantly, Preusch et al demonstrated that recipients transplanted with macrophage lineage GR-deficient bone marrow showed decreased expression not only of certain chondrocyte lineage-specific genes, but also of BMP2 and Msx2, in atherosclerotic lesions.
scription factor, Msx2, is involved in development and was recently implicated downstream of BMP2 in mediating ectopic osteoblastic differentiation during arterial calcification.2,7 An additional unexpected finding in the study of Preusch et al concerns the observation that GR ligand treatment of a macrophage cell line induced a paracrine stimulatory effect of macrophage-conditioned medium on Pi-stimulated calcification in cultured SMCs.6 GR signaling in pericytes and SMCs is known to promote chondro-osseous differentiation and calcification, an effect which is partly mediated by suppression of both MGP and osteopontin expression in pericytes.20

The Figure highlights the possible relationship between the above findings on GR signaling and the recognized intercellular dialogue between macrophages and SMCs; this dialogue promotes chondro-osseous transdifferentiation and calcification. One may speculate that paracrine effects of macrophage GR signaling that drive calcification may be partly mediated by suppression of both MGP and osteopontin expression in pericytes.20

Macrography GR Signaling Regulates RANKL in Arterial Calcification

A striking finding of Preusch et al concerns the reduction in expression of RANKL in lesions, and which occurred in association with macrophage-specific GR knockdown in donor bone marrow.6 Novel attention to RANKL and the bone-vascular axis in arterial calcification has been stimulated by the seminal finding that osteoprotegrin (OPG) knockout mice develop spontaneous arterial calcification.21 In the intercellular dialogue between osteoblasts and osteoclasts in bone metabolism, the osteoblast product OPG inhibits signaling by RANKL which in turn activates osteoclastogenesis by RANK signaling in osteoclast precursors of the macrophage lineage.24 Significantly, SMCs, chondrocytes, and T lymphocytes express RANKL and OPG, and the members of the OPG/RANKL/RANK signaling axis are expressed in atherosclerotic arteries.25 Moreover, OPG treatment of atherogenic diet-fed LDLR knockout mice suppressed atherosclerotic lesion calcification (but not the extent of atherosclerotic lesions) in a recent study.26 One mechanism by which RANKL could promote arterial calcification is by promotion of MMP activity in SMCs,27 and in this regard, the data of Preusch et al add to growing evidence that the OPG:RANKL ratio can regulate arterial calcification.

Induction of RANKL by GR signaling, superimposed on GR suppression of osteoblast function, contributes to GR-induced osteoporosis.28 It has not been determined as yet whether macrophage lineage GR expression, (via modulation of osteoclast development and bone turnover), might influence longer-range bone-vascular axis communication loops in arterial calcification (eg, by alterations in calcitropic hormones, by vascular cell expression of calcium-sensing, PTH and vitamin D receptors and the vitamin D receptor modulator TIF1, and possibly by release of circulating regulators of mineral nucleation from bone). In addition, Preusch et al focused on ectopic chondrogenic differentiation, which appears central to atherosclerotic calcification in apoE knockout mice.6,25 Though chondrogenesis may be limited in uncalcified and calcified human atherosclerotic lesions,29 chondrocyte-specific gene expression is detected in some forms of calcification of human arterial tunica media.10 Nevertheless, ectopic osteoblastic differentiation is fundamental to other forms of arterial calcification in mice and humans.1–4

Conclusions

GR signaling inhibits function of bone osteoblasts, promotes osteoclastogenesis and osteoporosis, but paradoxically, GR signaling promotes chondro-osseous differentiation and calcification by pericytes and SMCs. The discovery by Preusch et al of macrophage GR signaling in the dialogue between...
macrophages and the precursors of calcifying cells in atherosclerotic lesions adds a paracrine twist to the GR story in arterial calcification (Figure), a contribution potentially mediated by GR signaling which can promote RANKL expression and apoptosis in cells of the macrophage lineage. How GRs and other nuclear receptors (eg, vitamin D receptor, estrogen receptors, and PPARY) participate in the short-distance and long-distance communication loops between inflammation, oxidative stress, bone metabolism, and arterial calcification may hold the key to the development of novel therapeutics for inhibition of both osteoporosis and vascular calcification. For the moment, the work of Preusch et al encourages definitive investigation of the net effects of both endogenous and synthetic glucocorticoids on phenotypes of human vascular calcification.
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